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PRECISION POLICING 2.0:  
A FRAMEWORK FOR THE FUTURE OF POLICING 
 

A Summary of the White Paper 
 

Cory P. Haberman, Ph.D., William J. Bratton, Jon Murad, & Wayne E. Rawlins 

INTRODUCTION 

This document summarizes the white paper Precision Policing 2.0: A Framework for The Future of Policing 
that can be downloaded on www.publicsafetyresearch.org. Precision Policing 2.0 was developed in 
response to three key current issues in policing: 
 

1. Low public confidence in the police, particularly among persons of color (Jones, 2021) 
2. Recent increases in gun violence in many American cities (Major Cities Chiefs Association, 2021) 
3. Officer recruiting and retention challenges (International Association of Chiefs of Police, 2019; 

Police Executive Research Forum, 2019)  
 
And while the history of policing over the last 50 years is a story of reform, we believe improvement must 
be continuous in order to overcome these challenges. Therefore, the Precision Policing 2.0 framework 
was organized by four core tenets: 

 
1. Evidence-Based Crime & Disorder Prevention 
2. Community Engagement & Protection 
3. Transparency & Accountability 
4. Officer Performance, Safety, and Wellness 

TENET 1: EVIDENCE-BASED CRIME & DISORDER PREVENTION 

In Tenet 1, we argue that evidence-based crime and disorder prevention has been and is a core police 
function (see Home Office, 2012). In the white paper, we trace the history of police strategies and key 
scientific facts from the past 50 years. We specifically focus on two key scientific facts:  
 

1. Most crime is concentrated at just a few micro-places – or “hot spots” (Weisburd, 2015) and  
2. Most crime is committed by a small number of people – or “prolific offenders” (National Network 

for Safe Communities, 2016).  
 

These scientific facts mean that crime and disorder prevention strategies must be focused precisely on 
just the places and people driving crime. Based on the experiences of the coauthors and latest scientific 
research on “what works in policing”, Precision Policing 2.0’s First Tenet recommends: 
 

1. Police agencies develop a robust strategy to deal with the small number of places that drive crime 
& disorder 

2. Police agencies develop a robust strategy to deal with the small number of prolific offenders who 
drive crime & disorder 

http://www.publicsafetyresearch.org/
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3. Police agencies develop a robust problem-solving strategy to ensure that police and community 
are partnering to solve crime and disorder problems together 

 

To support these recommendations, Precision Policing 2.0 embraces the following: 
 

1. Investment in quality data and intelligence collection, storage, and analysis through the use of 
advanced hardware and software tools 

2. Investment in a robust analysis team who can provide actionable analytical products to support 
agency strategies and decisions – which may require advanced training 

3. Investment in advanced technologies that support Precision Policing strategies, like advanced 
case management software, records management systems, etc.  

4. Development of an accountability process, like CompStat, where organizational leaders regularly 
review data and agency progress towards its goals to ensure coordination and effectiveness  

5. Embrace research to determine if crime and disorder prevention strategies are effective, and 
support new research when not enough evidence exists about a strategy 

TENET 2: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT & PROTECTION 

In Tenet 2, we emphasize that in order to effectively prevent crime and disorder, police agencies must 
collaborate with the communities they serve and also build trust, legitimacy, and satisfaction. To do so, 
we introduce a multi-level, multi-faceted strategy for community engagement and protection: 
 

• At the most basic level, every interaction between a citizen and an officer is an opportunity to 
forge a relationship.  

• At the community level, police commanders must have both a strategy to engage their community 
and become co-producers of crime and disorder prevention via community problem-oriented 
policing.  

• At the organizational level, police agencies must have a strategy that centers community 
engagement and protection throughout the agency and engages the community on jurisdiction-
wide matters.  

 

In the white paper, we provide more details, but Precision Policing 2.0’s Second Tenet recommends: 
 

1. Police agencies develop community engagement and protection strategies that are multi-level 
and recognize the importance of individual police-community interactions, community, and 
organization-level needs 

2. Police agencies develop strategies to engage communities through localized events and 
programming 

3. Police agencies develop strategies to engage with key community stakeholders when large scale 
policy changes or new policies and programs are implemented 

4. Police agencies develop a community problem-oriented policing strategy 
5. Police agencies develop cross-sector collaborations to solve important, non-law enforcement 

problems, such calls-for-service involving persons with mental health disorders 
6. Police agencies develop a mechanism to measure and track community perceptions over time 
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To support these recommendations, Precision Policing 2.0 embraces the following: 
 

1. Embrace accountability mechanisms that ensure agency personnel are implementing community 
engagement and protection strategies as designed 

2. Embrace cross-sector collaborations for solving problems, particularly non-law enforcement 
problems that require specialized expertise 

3. Embrace the potential of technology to develop more robust community engagement and 
protection strategies 

4. Investment in training and consulting as needed to implement community engagement and 
protection strategies 

5. Investment in the collection and analysis of community perception data  

TENET 3: TRANSPARENCY & ACCOUNTABILITY 

Effective strategies for crime and disorder prevention and community engagement and protection should 
be complemented by a clear strategy for transparency and accountability. Transparency in policing 
emphasizes making policies and procedures, data and information, and decision-making open to the 
public. And while transparency makes it easier for stakeholders to hold police agencies accountable – 
after all you cannot ask about what you do not know about – agencies should certainly develop ways to 
deliberately foster accountability at all levels of the organization. The challenge with transparency and 
accountability strategies is that they may not necessarily have research support. In a sense, each 
community is left to determine a strategy that works best for it. In the white paper, we layout some 
promising practices in the field and highlight some examples of how they have been implemented, but 
more work will need to be done to determine the “best” approaches for transparency and accountability.  
 

Precision Policing 2.0’s Third Tenet recommends: 
 

1. Developing a robust information and data sharing strategy via the Internet, likely on the agency’s 
website 

2. Using routine performance indicator analyses to monitor police outcomes of interest to the 
community, such as racial bias in traffic stops 

3. Adopting technologies, like BWC or holster sensors, to be able to track and publicly report on 
police actions 

4. Implementing internal and external accountability tools for monitoring officer and agency 
performance and taking appropriate action as needed 

5. Using Sentinel Event Reviews to identify systemic failures during past sentinel events in order to 
improve an individual agency and possibly the overall field of policing 

 

To support these recommendations, Precision Policing 2.0 embraces the following: 
 

1. Investment in technologies that make the above recommendations possible 
2. Community engagement to develop internal and external oversight tools 
3. Investment in training for both officers and other relevant stakeholders to understand any policies 

and programs ultimately adopted  
4. Accompanying new technologies or programs with policies and accountability processes to ensure 

implementation  
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5. Investment in research to learn if adopted recommendations have their intended impact 

TENET 4: OFFICER PER FORMANCE, SAFETY, & WELLNESS 

To effectively address the challenges that face 21st Century policing, it is more important than ever that 
police officers are given the tools and support they need to succeed. As coauthor Commissioner Bratton 
frequently says, “Cops Count. Police Matter”. This means that efforts to improve officer performance, 
safety, and wellness must be priorities in every jurisdiction across the country. Within some agencies that 
is likely true already, but more work needs to be done. It is particularly telling that we do not know much 
about how some of the most widespread reforms, particularly training programs, achieve their outcomes. 
This lack of information is not without consequence. Officer training is often expensive and logistically 
challenging. Moving forward, a robust plan to improve officer performance, safety, & wellness is needed 
with a particular focus on determining if the various policies, programs, or trainings are achieving their 
desired outcomes.  
 

Precision Policing 2.0’s Fourth Tenet recommends: 
 

1. Police agencies develop and implement programs to help reduce occupational stress among 
officers  

2. Police agencies create department wide programs designed to support the mental and physical 
health of officers 

3. Police agencies invest resources in career development and planning for officers 
4. Police agencies develop continual training programs for officers on procedural justice, de-

escalation, communication and interpersonal skills, implicit bias, and so on assuming these 
trainings can be shown to have a measurable impact on key outcomes 

 

To support these recommendations, Precision Policing 2.0 embraces the following:  
 

1. Embracing innovation in program and training delivery related to officer performance, safety, & 
wellness, particularly recognizing the potential of technology to change or enhance delivery or 
implementation (e.g., virtual reality) 

2. Embracing research to determine whether policies, programs, and trainings are effective at 
achieving intended outcomes 

3. Being willing to discard policies, programs, and training that cannot be shown to be effective, even 
when they are politically popular 

CONCLUSION 

This paper summarized the detailed white paper, Precision Policing 2.0: A Framework for The Future of 
Policing. The white paper was prepared by the Public Safety Research Center within the University of 
Cincinnati’s top-ranked School of Criminal Justice and Institute of Crime Science. To read the full white 
paper or learn more about the Public Safety Research Center, please visit www.publicsafetyreseach.org.  

http://www.publicsafetyreseach.org/
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